Hanae Kae Mostashiry
August 18, 2002 - February 4, 2021

Hanae Kae Mostashiry, age 18, passed away on February 4, 2021 at Aurora South
Hospital in Aurora, Colorado. She was born on August, 18, 2002 in Aurora South Hospital
in Aurora, Colorado to Ali Khodadad and Tammy Mostashiry.
> Hanae graduate from Highlands Ranch High School in 2020, where she made many
long-lasting friendships and memories. Hanae loved hiking, camping and hanging out with
family and friends. Hanae loved Halloween, scary movies and scaring anybody and
everybody. If you knew her well or barely at all, she always left you thinking. Whether it
was about how absolutely beautiful, ridiculously funny, or just down right inappropriate she
was, she left her mark.
> She will be greatly missed by her loving family; Sister, Nikki (Kyle) Stonner, niece,
Quincey; Sister, Meesha Mostashiry; Brother, Nathan Mostashiry, nephew, Jaxson;
Brother, Logan Mostashiry; Brother, Seth Mostashiry; Maya Jensen; and special Uncle K
(Koroosh) Mostashiry; and many extended family and friends.
> Hanae loved so many, and was loved by so many more. She had an energy that with
even just one encounter with her, you would remember her for life.
> She will continue to stay with us through memories, and laughs she forced us all to
endure whether we were in the mood for it or not.
> Services at the family’s discretion.
>

Comments

“

Saeed Javanshir sent a virtual gift in memory of Hanae Kae Mostashiry

saeed javanshir - February 11 at 03:47 PM

“

Oh my god! What can I say? I am speechless. My heart aches thinking about that
baby girl, wearing an adorable pink raincoat, carrying a doll just like herself, coming
down the escalator in San Francisco airport, and holding her dad’s hand. I rushed
toward her, lifted her off the ground, hugged and kissed her and we bonded. That
was the first time I saw Hanae. I will always carry your sweet memories in my heart,
beautiful dull. RIP.

Sepideh Mostashiri - February 10 at 08:54 PM

